
Rails To The Atlantic: Unveiling the
Untouched Beauty of Nature and History
Imagine embarking on a remarkable journey that takes you through breathtaking
landscapes, scenic wonders, and historic marvels. Rails to the Atlantic offers
precisely that, allowing you to experience the incredible fusion of nature's
grandeur with the remnants of historical legacies. Ignite your wanderlust and join
us on this unforgettable expedition!



A Journey Through Time

The Rails to the Atlantic project is a unique initiative that resurrects the glorious
heritage of railways while connecting travelers with the awe-inspiring wonders of
the Atlantic coast. This transformative experience takes you back in time to an
era when railways were the lifeblood of nations, bridging the gap between towns
and cities.
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As you board the meticulously restored vintage trains, you'll feel transported to
the early 20th century, when these iron horses ruled the tracks. With each chug of
the engine, the train dutifully traverses along the rugged coastline and through
verdant lands, enabling you to revel in the beauty of the natural surroundings.

The Scenic Marvels Along the Route

The Rails to the Atlantic journey encompasses some of the most picturesque
landscapes known to humankind, making it a paradise for both nature lovers and
history buffs. From lush green valleys to majestic cliffs overlooking the vast
ocean, each twist and turn in the tracks brings forth a delightful surprise for the
senses.

One of the highlights of this railway voyage is the remarkable UNESCO World
Heritage Site, Giant's Causeway. Marvel at the 40,000 interlocking basalt
columns, resulting from an ancient volcanic eruption, as the train gracefully
passes by. Snap a picture to ensure your memories last a lifetime. Just make
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sure to hold onto your hat, as the wind sweeping from the ocean can be quite
strong!

As the journey continues, the train meanders through quaint coastal villages,
allowing you to catch captivating glimpses of local life. Witness fishermen casting
their nets, children playing on the shores, and seagulls soaring in the skies
above. The symphony of sights and sounds is bound to leave you enchanted.

A Deep Dive into History
While the natural wonders are awe-inspiring, the Rails to the Atlantic journey is
also an opportunity to delve into the rich history of the regions it passes through.
From medieval castles perched on rocky cliffs to ancient ruins nestled amidst
emerald green landscapes, you'll experience a tapestry of history unfolding
before your eyes.

One notable stop along the route is the renowned Dunluce Castle. Step off the
train and find yourself transported to a medieval realm. Explore the mysterious
ruins, hear legends of long-forgotten lords, and imagine the vibrant lives that once
thrived within these walls.

Planning Your Rails to the Atlantic Adventure

Embarking on the Rails to the Atlantic journey is a once-in-a-lifetime experience.
To ensure you make the most of this extraordinary voyage, consider the following
tips:

Book in Advance: Due to high demand, make sure to secure your tickets
well in advance to avoid disappointment.

Bring Your Camera: With picturesque landscapes at every turn, you'll want
to capture the beauty and share it with your loved ones.



Dress Accordingly: As the train travels along the coast, be prepared for
changing weather conditions. Dress in layers and bring a sturdy jacket.

Be Open to Exploration: Take the time to disembark at various stops along
the way and immerse yourself in the local culture and history.

Rediscover the Magic of Rails to the Atlantic

The Rails to the Atlantic journey offers a unique blend of history, nature, and
adventure. It's a chance to step out of the mundane and embark on an incredible
expedition along the splendid Atlantic coast. Don't miss this opportunity to
reconnect with the past while exploring the untouched beauty of our world. Book
your tickets now, and let the magic unfold!
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Follow Rails to the Atlantic through eastern Canada’s railway heritage. Visit
preserved railway stations in various states of use, or take in the architecture of
the grand era of station building in Quebec City, Halifax, and St. John’s. Board
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scenic railway excursions on the Orford Express or Le Train du Massif de
Charlevoix, or travel to VIA Rail's destinations in remote northern Quebec.

Rail trails lead through the Laurentian mountains and Quebec’s Eastern
Townships. Museums exhibit Newfoundland’s colourful railway heritage, while
Canada’s largest railway equipment display lies near Montreal. Magnificent
railway hotels include the Fairmont Le Château Montebello and the Algonquin
Resort, as well as the stunning Chateau-style station hotel at McAdam, New
Brunswick. Often forgotten are the railway bridges and trestles, stunning feats of
engineering that stretch across wide valleys and churning rivers, the construction
of which sometimes led to deadly consequences. Lesser-known attractions, such
as roundhouses and employee housing, are profiled to help bring the railway era
back to life.
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